By constructing the compressive bar element and developing the stiffness matrix, most issues about the compressive bar can be solved. In this paper, based on second derivative to the equilibrium differential governing equations, the displacement shape functions are got. And then the finite element formula of compressive bar element is developed by using the potential energy principle and analytical shape function. Based on the total potential energy variation principle, the static and geometrical stiffness matrices are proposed, in which the large deformation of compressive bar is considered. To verify the accurate and validity of the analytical trial function element proposed in this paper, a number of the numerical examples are presented. Comparisons show that the proposed element has high calculation efficiency and rapid speed of convergence.
Introduction
Compressive bar element analysis is essential in structural engineering design. It can be used to calculate the static and stability problem. A large number of theories and methods for compressive bar element analysis have been suggested. The analysis methods include energy method and numerical method.
At present, constructing the compressive bar element needs to calculate the stiffness. References [1] [2] [3] all agreed that the stiffness matrix of accurate element of static problem for compressive bar could be derived easily. But for the linear stability problem of compressive bar, the accurate solution cannot be obtained based on the common structural mechanics. A more exact solution can be got though the finite element method which was firstly proposed by Clough [4] in an article about plane elastic problem and was perfect in theory as a numerical method. The finite element method includes direct stiffness method, analytical trial function method, or interpolation trial function method. Direct stiffness method can accurately solve differential equation of static but has low efficiency affected by the number of meshes [5] . So Chen [5] proposed refined direct stiffness method evolved from the generalized hybrid element, which could be used in any displacement function (consistent or inconsistent) and had high precision. Interpolation shape function [6] is one of the main methods of numerical differentiation. This method based on interpolation polynomial can be used for the numerical differential formulas derivation. In practice, the element is needed to be divided into several nodes for interpolation, so interpolation shape function has low precision. Analytical trial function method [7] [8] [9] which had solved many traditional problems had widely been used in the elastic mechanics. The boundary element method [10] , the boundary collocation method [11] , and the hybrid element method [12] all utilized the analytical function for analysis. Fu [13] had carried on the system discussion based on the analytical trial function and proposed a series of analytical trial function (ATF) element, which solved many traditional finite element problem successfully. Cen et al. [14] introduced the variational principles of stress function into analytical trial function element and proposed a new idea of high precision and accurate element. The characteristic differential equation [15] [16] [17] which is based on the theory of operator 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering matrix provided the basis method for finite element method to construct the analytical trial function.
Nowadays the finite element method which performs very well only is for the case of small deformation problems and examples ranges from standard mixed elements [18] [19] [20] to enhanced strain elements [21, 22] . But for elements which seem to be ideal from a numerical and a theoretical perspective, it may fail in the large deformation range, due to the high compression states and many interesting methods [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] have been developed to solve the problem. However, a satisfactory analysis of finite element methodologies for large deformation problems is still not proposed imperfectly.
In the present paper, using the differential equations of equilibrium, and considering the effect of large deformation, the displacement shape function is derived. And then based on the minimum potential energy principle, the elastic stiffness matrix and geometrical stiffness matrix are got. Utilizing the stiffness equilibrium equation, we can get the accurate ultimate load value and the buckling mode of the compressive bar subjected to different constraints. Several examples are presented in order to verify the accuracy and validity of the proposed analytical trial function method. Results show that the present method has many advantages including accuracy, efficiency, and simplicity compared to the direct stiffness method and the interpolation shape function element.
Characteristic of Large Displacement of Compressive Bar
For the static problem of compressive bar, the accurate solution can be obtained by the traditional finite element method. But for the stability issue, when compressive bar is subjected to the critical load, the large deformation is generated, which results in the interaction between the axial load and lateral displacement. Then the lateral displacement derived from the cubic polynomial Hermit interpolation trial function had a huge system error, while by using the direct Hermit interpolation trial function, the generated deformation of compressive bar element is an approximate and the error is also large. The stability problem of compressive bar should be ranked as a geometrical nonlinear problem; in which situation, the large deformation should be considered. Thus ( ) is not a high order and small value, and the nodal lateral displacement ∫ 0 (1/2) 2 ( ) generated by the longitudinal displacement cannot be ignored. Then the nodal lateral and longitudinal displacement are not two independent but interactive variables. Also, because of the influence of large deformation, the differential equilibrium equation between the shear force and bending moment ( ) = ( ) [29] is not suitable anymore.
Based on the characteristic of large displacement of compressive bar, the main key of generating the accurate element is searching for the accurate curve expression of lateral displacement. 
Analytical Trial Function for Displacement of Compressive Bar Element
The steps of creating the displacement analytical shape function of the compressive bar element are as follows:
Step 1. Based on the differential equations of equilibrium, obtain the displacement equation of compressive bar, including the undetermined parameters;
Step 2. Based on the above equation, establish the nodal displacement equation of element.
Step 3. According to the equation of Step 2, calculate the undermined parameters.
Step 4. On the basis of the above equations, create the deformation shape function.
Stiffness Balance Equation of
Compressive Bar. Figure 1 shows the elastic compressive bar, whose length is , subjected to axial load , bending moment , and shear force at its two ends. The equilibrium differential governing equation [30] is
where is elastic modulus; is the moment of inertia; denotes the coordinates; ( ) represents the corresponding displacement vector; is axial load acting on the bar and is taken as negative when it is pressure; 1 is bending moment acting on end 1 of the compressive bar; and 1 is shear force, as shown in Figure 1 . Based on second derivative, (1) can be changed into
in which = √| |/ . The solution of (2) is
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Solution of Displacement Parameters of Element.
Equation (3) can also be expressed as
in which
By using differential calculation, we easily obtain the expression of the angle caused by the displacement of the compressive bar
Define the vector equation of the nodal displacement and corner displacement as
Combining (3) with (4) yields the expression of nodal displacement of compressive bar
Based on (8), the expression of displacement function coefficient is 
Each parameter of (11) can be expressed as
where = −2 + sin + 2 cos . (10) into (4) yields the element displacement expression of compressive bar
Analytical Trial Function. Substitution of
where 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 are shape functions for each displacement parameter, which can be derived by matrix calculation: 
Potential Energy and Stiffness Matrix of Compressive Bar
The finite element formula of compressive bar element is developed according to the potential energy principle and analytical shape function. The deformation of compressive bar subjected to axial load is geometrical nonlinear; the elastic and geometrical stiffness matrices are got by the variation of total potential energy.
The Calculation of Total Potential Energy of Element.
By applying the potential energy principle, the function of total potential energy of system is
where is strain energy of element; is potential energy of element; ( ) and ( ) are external force and bending moment acting on bar, respectively. Substitution of (13) into (16) yields
where and are the shear force and bending moment. Based on the principle of minimum potential energy, (17) should meet the following condition:
According to (18) , the equilibrium equation is derived:
where { } = { 1 
Elastic Stiffness Matrix of Element.
By using the integral calculation, we can easily obtain each of the stiffness parameters from (23); for example,
in which = (cos + 1)( 2 2 − 4) + 8 − 4 sin . 
Geometrical Stiffness Matrix of
= ∫ 0 .(25)
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By using the integral calculation, we can easily obtain the geometrical stiffness parameters from (26); for example,
where has been given above.
Examples and Comparison
To verify the accuracy and validity of the analytical trial function proposed in this paper, a number of numerical examples are presented in this section. The results obtained from the analytical shape function are compared with those of interpolation shape function element and those of the direct stiffness method.
Calculation Model.
In this section, four compressive bars with different constraints are analyzed to calculate their bifurcation buckling load. The dimensions of all those compressive bar are the same and are 0.2 m × 0.3 m, the lengths are all 3 m, the elastic modulus of material is = 210 GPa, and the Poisson's ratio is = 0.3.
The types of those bars are Cantilever bar, simply supported bar, bar with one end pinned and the other end sliding supported, and bar with one end pinned and the other simply supported.
Theoretical Solution of Bifurcation Buckling Load.
The solution of bifurcation buckling load of compressive bar with different constraints is calculated based on Euler's formula [30] :
where is bifurcation buckling load; is effective length coefficient of bar, whose value can be got from [29] . (2) Let be the iteration variable, and assuming the initial value 0 = 1, 0 = 0 = 100 , and by using the iterative method, the characteristic value of the equation is obtained. Adopt the minimum characteristic value +1 as the final solution.
Numerical Solution of Bifurcation Buckling Load

Step of Solving the Numerical Solution
(3) The value of characteristic loads +1 = +1 and = √ +1 / can be determined from the value of +1 . When the relative error reaches | − 1| ≤ 10 −6 , the iteration stops. Otherwise, repeat step (2). Then the bifurcation buckling load is developed. In which, = / , { } is the corresponding value of buckling mode.
Direct Stiffness Method.
By solving the fourth-order stiffness differential equations, the general solution of deformation ( ) is obtained. Let the nodal deformation { } be the unknown variable, and then the nodal displacement equations are established which contain the undetermined coefficients. By solving the undetermined coefficients and considering the axial and lateral deformation, the stiffness matrix equation [31] for stability problem of element is obtained. By calculating the equilibrium equation, the buckling load is obtained.
Finite Element Method
(1) Interpolation Trial Function Element. In this method, based on the characteristic of deformation of compressive bar, the deformation trial function is created, in which the deformation trial functions generated by axial load and by bending moment are calculated by the Lagrange interpolation function and Hermite interpolation function, respectively. According to the above interpolation function, the potential energy function is established. Based on the principle of minimum potential energy and considering the large deformation of the compressive bar, by the variation of the potential energy, the elastic and geometrical stiffness matrices [32] are got and then the buckling load is obtained.
(2) Analytical Trial Function Element. The process and method are the same as above.
Results and Discussion
Element Precision.
In this section, to calculate the buckling load of the elastic compressive bar under various working conditions, the analytical shape function method, the traditional finite element method, and the direct stiffness method without dividing element are all used. And those results and their accuracy are compared with the analytical solution derived from the Euler's formula, as shown in Table 1 .
The comparison shows that there is no need to divide the bar into multiple elements but only one element to get the accurate buckling load for the proposed finite element method, and only three iterations are needed to get this exact solution, which means that the iterative convergence speed is fast and the efficiency is high. The relative error is 10 −10 , which has a little difference with the real solution. This proves that this method has the analytical and accuracy result. Comparison between the theoretical analytical solution and the traditional finite element solution shows that the relative errors are 0.75% for cantilever bar and 1.3% for bar with one end pinned and the other end sliding supported, but for other restrained bars, the errors are large, which state that the precision between the polynomial displacement shape function and the actual displacement shape function is poor; the accuracy of the direct stiffness method is higher than that 6 Mathematical Problems in Engineering of the traditional finite element method but lower compared with the method proposed in this paper.
Element Efficiency.
For the compressive bar with one end pinned and the other end simply supported, in the traditional finite element method, by dividing the compressive bar into different number of elements, different buckling load values are got. And then those values are compared with the result calculated from the analytical trial function. The comparisons are shown in Table 2 .
As shown in Table 2 , the accuracy is poor for traditional finite element without meshing; only when the compressive bar is divided into more than 20 elements, the calculation precision is close to theoretical solution. But for the method proposed in this paper, there is no need to divide the bar into elements and higher precision result for buckling load is got. That means that analytical trial function method has higher efficiency than the interpolation shape function element to create the compressive bar element.
Analysis of the Solutions.
Based on above calculations and comparisons, the following results can be obtained:
(1) Due to the precision of displacement trial function method meeting the actual result, there is no need to mesh the bar when analyzing the stability of the bar, for the element created by analytical trial function is accurate.
(2) By applying analytical trial function to get an accuracy solution, the element does not need mesh; but for the interpolation shape function, to get a more accurate solution, the bar needs to be divided into more elements. Thus, the analytical trial function has higher efficiency than other functions to create compressive bar element.
(3) Infinite degrees of freedom of rigid-body are changed into limited degrees of freedom through the finite element method, which means that the constraints in the structure increased, resulting in the fact that the structure stiffness is increased and the buckling load is bigger than the actual value, as shown in Table 2 .
(4) For direct stiffness method, meshing has a direct effect on calculation precision when creating the compression bar element. With only one element, the results could not agree with those derived from the analytical solution. Thus, the precision of the direct stiffness method is lower than the analytical method.
Conclusions
Based on the results of the investigation, the following conclusions can be obtained:
(1) The result of interpolation shape function element for calculating the buckling load is not in accordance with theoretical solution, and the relative error is larger. Only with element number increasing, the result is close to theoretical solution. It indicates that the precision requirement cannot be met by taking the interpolation shape function element.
(2) The solution of direct stiffness method for buckling load is close to theoretical solution. But in this method, meshing still has a direct effect on precision when creating the bar element, which reduces the efficiency.
(3) Elastic and geometrical stiffness matrices are obtained by applying analytical trial function in this paper. Buckling loads of four typical compressive bars are attained by analyzing eigenvalue and eigenvector and are compared with theoretical solution. The results show that the series of relative error is about 1 × 10 −9 . The stiffness matrices in the light of analytical trial function proposed in this paper are high-precision element.
